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COPA Back in Action

J.1. Stanley Prize Finalists

by Shirley Powell and Jim Huffman
involved in ·the-1988 ARPA
Shirley Powell (Northern Arizona
amendments and other legislative
University) was appointed head of
action.
.
the Committee on Public Archaeology
Future activities will include
in April, 1988. Assuming the
compilation of primary information
leadership mantle from the able
on the reburial issue and a
Leslie Wildeson, Powell's first
reassessment of "public
action was to reestablish contact
archaeology" and COPA's role within
with each state's COPA
the SAA.
representative to affirm commitment
Powell is assisted by Jim
to COPA's lobbying activities.
Huffman, also of Northern Arizona
During the fall legislative
University.
session COPA representatives were
Activities to date indicate a
particularly helpful in tabling
need for COPA representatives in the
S.187, the Native American Cultural
following states: Colorado,
Preservation Act, which would have
Connecticut, Indiana, Oregon,
created a new federal bureaucracy to
Virginia, Washington, and West
resolve disputes concerning
Virginia.
collections of human remains, grave
If you are interested in becoming
goods, and ceremonial objects.
a COPA representative, and if you
In a related matter, COPA
have constructive suggestions for
representatives from the eastern
COPA activities, please contact:
U.S. were notified of the
development of a Forest Service
Shirley Powell or Jim Huffman,
Action Plan for the treatment and
Department of Anthropology, Northern
reburial of human remains for the
Arizona University, Box 15200,
Northeast and Southeast Regions, a
Flagstaff, AZ 8601 l.
plan inconsistent with both ARPA and
(602) 523-6573 or 523-3038.
Department of Interior guidelines.
Representatives were asked to study .
,,J;J;A~ltlct~.··.:~·:·
the proposed plan and communicate "~~~!!I!!~
. .. .
. "'"- 1
their views to those at the Forest
and Regional levels.
COPA representatives from various
states were also asked to express
their support as constituents of
senators and representatives

: _.;);.

The five finalists for the 1989
J.I. Staley Prize for outstanding
scholarship in the field of
anthropology have been announced by
. the School for American Research in ,
·Santa Fe, NM:
·- · ·
They are Culture and the
Evolutionary Process by Robert Boyd,
Sound and Sentiment: Birds,
Weeping; Poetics, and Song in Kalulu
Expression by Steven Feld, Cultural
Materialism: The Struggle for a
Science of Culture by Marvin Harris,
Western Indians: Comparative
Environments, Languages, and
Cultures of 172 Western American
Indian Tribes by Joseph Jorgensen,
and Long Engagements: Maturity in
Modern Japan by David Plath.
The finalists were chosen from a
field of 35 nominees. The periodic
$5000 award recognizes the author of
an imaginative ground breaking
publication which goes beyond
traditional frontiers in
anthropology and has given new
insight into the understanding of
humanity.
Members of the 1989 review panel
are: Richard E. Blanton (Purdue
University), Ronald Cohen
·(University of Florida),' Munro S. .,.. •
Edmonson (Tulane University), and
Bambi Schieffelin (New York
University).
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Placement
Archaeologist Coordinator

Pacific Southwest Region
The USDA Forest Service, Pacific
Southwest Region, expects to fill
approximately 60 archaeology
positions beginning February 17,
1989 for GS-193-5 and GS-193- 7
positions.
Employment for one year may start
as early as 1989. Job offers will
be contingent upon successful
completion of a medical examination
at the applicants own expense.
Positions will be located at 12
Forests. For more information
write: USDA Forest Service Sierra
National Forest, ATTN: Ma~sha
Remily, 1130 0 St, Room 3017,
Fresno, CA 93721.

Lassen National Forest
The Lassen National Forest is
currently accepting applications
from individuals interested in
temporary jobs as archaeologists.
They are looking for people with a
range of skills, and have openings
at various locations on the Forest.
Government housing will be provided
for most, if not all of these jobs.
Starting dates will range from early
April through early June.
Applications concerning
announcement #l l-00-03 may be
obtained from Personnel Department,
Shared Personnel Services
Plumas/Lassen/Mendocin~ National
Forests, P.O. Box 11500, Quincy, CA
95971-6025.

The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet, Division of Environmental
Analysis, has a.,,permanent, full-time
opening for an-Archaeologist
Coordinator.
Minimum requirements include a
master's degree in anthropology,
archaeology or cultural resource
management (applied anthropology),
or closely related field
supplemented by one year of
archaeology or anthropology with an
emphasis in archaeology, United
States prehistory, or cultural
resource management (applied
anthropology).
Beginning salary will depend on
education, training and experience
and will range between $18,324$23,844 annually.
For details write: D.W. Lambert
Assistant Director, Division of
'
Environmental Analysis, 419 Ann St,
Frankfort, KY 40622.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Archaeologist/Cultural
Resource Specialist
Freese and Nichols, Inc., an
established engineering and
environmental consulting firm in the
Southwest, seeks an outstanding
archaeologist/cultural resource
specialist to join our Environmental
Science Department. Applicants must
have a Masters degree in
archaeology ol: related field·
thorough familiarity with f~deral
and state legislation pertaining to
archaeology and cultural resources·
five years experience in all aspect~
of field work, data analysis, and
report preparation including
archaeological surveys, assessment
and mitigation projects in the .
major cultural areas of Texas and
the Southwest; excellent oral and
written communication skills· and
the ability to manage projects and
contractors. Certification in SOPA
is desirable. Freese and Nichols
Inc., is an Equal Opportunity '
Employer. Applicants should send a
current resume to Gloria Griffin
Personnel Director, Freese and '
Nichols, Inc., 811 Lamar St., Fort
Worth, Tx 76102.

Public Archaeology
Laboratory, Inc.
Summer Field School
T~e Pu~lic Archaeology Laboratory,
Inc. 1s an mdependent, non-profit
corporation that conducts research
on the history and prehistory of New
England. Its research findings are
utilized to promote conservation and
public awareness of archaeological
remains as an important part of our
cultural heritage.
This summer The Public Archaeology
Laboratory, Inc. will offer its
second annual public field school in
archaeology at the Lambert Farm site
in Warwick, RI. The Lambert Farm
-site is at· least- 3-;-000-years-ol"'d~a1n.1d+--~--1is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places. The site
however, will be destroyed by
development in less than two years.
Over 100 people have excavated at
the Lambert Farm site since last
summer and recovered prehistoric
stone tools, food remains, pottery,
and other various artifacts.
Three sessions will be offered
during the summer. Session l (June
5-June 23) lasts three weeks, and
both Session 2 (July 3-July 28) and
Session 3 (July-31-August 25) lasts
four weeks. The Public Archaeology
Laboratory, Inc. will provide its
facilities and equipment, and
participants are required to provide
their own transportation to the
site and laboratory.
Enrollment is limited to 15
participants per session, but people
of all ages and backgrounds are
encouraged to attend on a full-time
or part-time basis. Both college
and Rhode Island teacher inservice credit are available.
For further information, please
contact Jordan Kerber or Alan
Leveillee, Field School CoDirectors, at The Public
Archaeology Laboratory, Inc., 387
Lonsdale AV, Pawtucket, RI 02860.
(401) 728-8780.
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LATIN AMERICAN ANTIQUITY:
A New SAA Journal
The Executive Committee of the
Society for American Archaeology
recently approved plans for the
Society to launch a new journal,
Latin American Antiquity. This
journal will publish articles
dealing with the archaeology,
prehistory, and ethnohistory of
Mesoamerica, Central America, South
America, and culturally related
areas. It will appear quarterly
beginning in Winter, 1990, and
feature articles in English or
Spanish.
Latin American Antiquity shares
with its elder sister journal,
American Antiquity, the goal of
advancing the field of archaeology
through publication of significant
peer-reviewed contributions in
method and theory, field research,
and analysis. Such contributions
will help Latin American Antiquity
meet its special responsibility of
providing a forum for direct
communication between English- and
Spanish-speaking colleagues working
in Latin America. The initiation of
this new journal does not mean that
American Antiquity will cease
publishing articles with a Latin
American geographical focus,
although the number of articles will
doubtless be considerably reduced.
Authors may submit their
manuscripts to either journal.
The need for an archaeological
journal devoted exclusively to
Latin America has been recognized
for some time, given the growth and
increasing diversity within the
field of archaeology as a whole.
With the impetus provided by
outgoing SAA President Dena
Dincauze's efforts to increase
participation of Latin American
Colleagues in the Society, plans for
Latin American Antiquity have been
developing for more than a year
under the leadership of Publications
Committee chair E. Wyllys Andrews.
The new journal will be
published by the Society and, like
American Antiquity, be printed by
the Allen Press at Lawrence, KS,
with whom the Society has had an
excellent working relationship over
the years. Present plans call for
four issues per year, emphasizing
articles of wide interest to
scholars. Although Latin American
Antiquity will not include short
articles or book reviews during its
first year of publication, these
features may be added in the future.

CULTURAL RESOURCE GROUP
LOUIS BERGER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
POSITION OPENINGS

The Cultural Resource Group, Louis Berger & Associates, Inc.,
(LBA) is expanding operations and seeks archaeologists to fill
positio"ris for both Principal Investigators and a Lithic Analyst.
LBA conducts archaeological investigations on prehistoric and
historic sites throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast. For
Principal Investigators, we seek highly motivated individuals to
pursue quality archaeological research in a CRM context.
Applicants must have Ph.D. or M.A. in Anthropology.
Responsibilities include: design and implementation of research,
coordination of laboratory analysis, and preparation of proposals
and reports. Regional experience in Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, or
Southeast desirable. For the Lithic Analyst position, applicants
should have M.A. or B.A. in Anthropology or related field, and
experience in (1) lithic raw material identification, (2)
morphological classification, and (3) metrical and/or functional
analysis of lithic artifacts. Responsibilities include classification and
analysis of prehistoric lithic assemblages, and report preparation.
LBA offers competitive salaries, medical and dental benefits, and
retirement plan. Submit vitae, references, and date of availability to
Ms. Margaret Jackson, Business Manager, The Cultural Resource
Group, Louis Berger & Associates, Inc., 100 Halsted St., East
Orange, NJ 07019. EOE.

We hope to create, both in format
and appearance, a publication
similar to American Antiquity.
Latin American Antiquity will be
edited by Prudence M. Rice
(Florida), with the assistance of a
4-member Board of Editors: E.
Wyllys Andrews (Middle American
Research Institute), Frederick W.
Lange (Colorado Museum), Joyce
Marcus (Michigan), and Don S. Rice
(Virginia). An Editorial Advisory
Committee will be appointed shortly.
Subscription information: 1990,
Vol. I (4 issues), Individual rate,
SAA members $30.00; Individual rate,
Latin American Scholars $20.00;
Individual rate, non-members $60.00;
Institutional rate, $60.00.
Payment may be made via check
drawn on a U.S. bank, or by Visa or
Mastercard. Please use the
subscription form that accompanies
this article, or write to: Latin
American Antiquity, Society for
American Archaeology,
808 17th St, N.W., #200
Washington, DC 20006.

Subscribe NOW, and please urge your
university library to subscribe to
Latin American Antiquity, TOO!

Call for Papers
Latin American Antiquity is
soliciting manuscripts for its first
issues, scheduled to appear
beginning in January, 1990. Authors
should submit an original and two
copies of their manuscripts, which
may be in English or Spanish.
Matters of style and manuscript
preparation should follow those of
American Antiquity; see most recent
issues for guidelines, or the April
1983 issue (vol. 48[2]:429-442) for
a detailed style guide.
Direct all manuscripts or
questions about editorial matters to
the Editorial Office:
Prudence M. Rice, Editor, Latin
American Antiquity, Department of
Anthropology, Florida Museum of
Natural History, Museum Rd,
Gainesville, FL 32611. U.S.A.
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CIR CUM-PACIFIC
PREHISTORY CONFERENCE
AUGUST 2-6, 1989
W ASIIlNGTON STATE UNIVERSITY • CITY OF SEATILE • WASIIlNGTON CENTENNIAL
Over 200 researchers from the USSR, Asia, the South
Pacific, North, Central and South Amezica will
present the latest anthropological evidence revealing the past one million yeazs of human heiitage
from throughout the PacJfic Basin. You are invited
to attend the five days of presentations and parlicipate as Pacific researchers reveal their most recent
findings, from the earliest evidence of human evolution in East Asia through therlseofhalf the world's
formative civ:ilizations.

EVENING EVENTS

D"AYTIME SESSIONS
The SeatUe Center

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human EvoluUon 1n the Pacific
Occupallon of PacWc ConUnents and Islands
Development of Complex Mar1Ume SocleUes
Emergence of Formative Clv111.zatlons
Rescue Archaeology In Pac:Wc Development
The Historical Linguistic Evidence for PacWc Heritage
Historic Contacts In the PacWc
Prehistoric Trans-PacWc Contacts
Indigenous People's Perspectives (by Native Peoples)
Future Oriented PacWc Prehistory Research
Mitochondrial DNA Research Into PacWc Orlgtns

•
•

•

•

•

Exhibit Viewing: USSR-Smithsonian-Canadian Crossroads of Continents: Cultums of Siberia and Alaska
Arena Speaker: Author Jean Auel (Clan of the Cave
Bear . ..) : "The Land and Its Life During the Ice
Age"
Arena Speakers: Academician Anatoly Derev'anko
(USSR) and Professor Robert Ackerman (USA):
"East and West Perspectives: The Landbridge"
Banquet: Native Salmon Bake and Welcome: Tllll·
cum Vlllage, via cruise to Blake Island
Receptton and Viewing: Washington NatlVe Heritage Exhibit: "A Time of Gathering", U.W. Burke
Museum and "Washington Salutes Washington",
Museum of History and Industry
Post-Conference Tours: Washington Statewide Tour
vJslUng Native Commun1Ues and Archaeological Sites; similar tours Into Br1Ush Columbia and
Alaska

Plan to spend 5 days and "a million yams" in the
Pacific. For program, housing and registration infonnation wrlte: Clrcum-Padfic Prehistory Conference, Washington Centennial Commission, 1001
4th.AvenuePJam, Seattle, Wasbingl:on, U.S.A 981541101, telephone: 206-464-6580 TELEX: 6838153
BSCSEA/Facsimile: (206) 587-5023

Registration Discount/or SAA Members!
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL, CALL: (206)-586-1989
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H. John Heinz Ill Charitable
Trust Grants

Call for Research Proposals
The Center for Field Research is
accepting archaeological research
proposals for review. Approved
proposals are funded by our
affiliate, EARTHWATCH, a private
not-for-profit research and
educational organization. All funds
are derived from the contributions
of participating volunteers
selected from EARTHW ATCH
membership. All research proposals
must therefore include a significant
role for volunteer fieldworkers.
Preliminary proposals may be made
by telephone or by a detailed twopage Jetter sketching the scholarly
background of the research, the
goals of the proposed project, the
need for volunteer fieldworkers, and
an estimated budget. Full
proposals, to be submitted not later

than one year prior to the projected
start of fieldwork, will be invited
upon favorable review of preliminary
information. All full proposals are
subject to independent peer review.
The Center will consider
proposals for prehistoric, historic,
and underwater archaeology anywhere
in the world and we especially
encourage proposals for research in
the following areas: North America,
Mesoamerica and the Central American
Intermediate Area, Scandinavia,
Central and South Asia, the Pacific
Rim, and Sub-Saharan Africa.
Inquiries and applications may be
sent to: The Director, The Center
for Field Research, 680 Mt. Auburn
St., P.O. Box 403C, Watertown, MA
02272. (617) 926-8200. FAX: (617)
926-8532.

The H. John Heinz III Charitable
Trust announces its grants program
for archaeological fieldwork in
Latin America for 1990. This
program will fund three to four
scholars to conduct archaeological
research in Latin America.
Applications for dissertation
research will not be considered.
The maximum amount of the award is
$8,000. The deadline for submission
is October 30, 1989, and
notifications of the award will be
made in January of 1990.
For complete information write
Dixon R. Brown, Trustee, H.J. Heinz
III Charitable Trust, 600 Grant St,
Suite 4440, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

/i,.,,,,l..
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Scientist's Institute for Public
Information

PLOUGH, SWORD, AND BOOK
The Structure of Human History

The Scientist's Institute for
Public Information is a nonprofit
organization "working to improve
public understanding of science and
technology." It runs a Media
Resource Service to put journalists
in touch with reputable experts in
the sciences, through a computer
file of scientists whose names and
telephone numbers can be given in
response to queries on specific
topics. In addition, the Institute
has outreach programs with state and
regional press associations, the
Radio-Television News Directors
Association, and journalism schools.
Recently, Lucy Peets of the
Institute invited archaeologists to
become familiar with the Institute
and its Media Resource Service.
Write her at the SIPI, 355
Lexington AV, New York, NY 10017.
(800) 223-1730 (in New York state
[212] 661-9110).

Ernest Gellner
Eminent historian and anthropologist Gellner advances a comprehensive philosophy of history from the Neolithic age to the
present.
'"Gellner has produced a sharp challenge to his colleagues
and a thrilling book for the nonspecialist. Deductive history on
this scale cannot be proved right or wrong. but this is Gellner
writing. incisive. iconoclastic. witty. and expert. "-Adam
Kuper. New Srar~sman
Cloth $24.95 288 pages

CURRENTPALEOETHNOBOTANY
Analytical Methods and Cultural Interpretations of Archaeological Plant Remains

Edited by Christine A. Hastorf and Virginia S. Popper
Combining case studies and theoretical discussions. this volume explores a wide range of issue-.
relevant to collecting. analyzing, and interpreting plant remains to provide accurate information about
past human societies. The contributors offer data on specific regions as well as information on the
basic techniques of paleoethnobotany.
~Paper $9.95 248 pages

~

~

Librarv cloth edition $24.95
Prehisioric Archeology and Ecology series

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS 5801 .lo11th Ellis home, C/1icapo. IL 60637
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Meetings
Southeastern Archaeological
Conference Annual Meeting

Annual Chacmool Conference:
The Archaeology of Gender

Conference on Prehispanic
Ceramics of Morelos, Mexico

The 5lst annual meeting of the
Southeastern Archaeological
Conference will be held in Tampa, FL
from November 8-11, 1989, at the
Harbour Island Hotel, located
downtown right on the water (813)
229-5000). Hotel rooms are 75 per
night. Abstracts for symposia and
papers are due August l, 1989.
This year, the 450th anniversary
of De Soto's landing in Tampa Bay,
the meeting will feature a
reception at the Henry Plant Museum
(a former Victorian hotel on the
Hillsborough River), keynote speaker
\\'illiam Rathje, and a friday night
dance with the theme of a "tacky
Florida tourist" party (prizes for
best outfits). Bring the family and
arrange a trip to other Florida
vacation attractions as well.
Discount airline fares are
available from Delta Airlines (call
them at 1-800 221-1212 and ask for
file #S433249).
For abstract forms and further
information contact Nancy White,
Department of Anthropology,
University of South Florida, Tampa,
FL 33620. (813) 974-2209 or 9743231.

The 22nd Annual Chacmool
Conference will be held at the
University of Calgary and focus upon
"The Archaeology of Gender." The
conference will generate discussion
and stimulate new research on the
roles and interactions of men and
women in prehistory. For
information contact Program
Committee, Department of
Archaeology, University of Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4.

The Centro Regional Morelos
(INAH) will host a workshop/
conference on Prehispanic ceramics
of the state of Morelos on June 1416, in Cuernavaca. The conference
is titled "Primera Reunion Sobre
Ceramicas Prehispanicas de Morelos y
Estados Circunvecinos: Su Contexto
Espacial y Temporal." this will be
working meeting focused on the
artifacts themselves. In place of
formal presentations, there will be
direct inspection and discussion of
ceram~~~-yv~tQ...E;mphaseJ_on_t_he • _
themes of chronology and spatial
distribution.
A major goal of the conference is
to establish more firmly the ceramic
sequences in various parts of the
state of Morelos. One day each will
be devoted to the Formative (June
14), Classic/Epiclassic (June 15),
and Postclassic (June 16) epochs.
The theme of spatial distribution
will include consideration of
patterns within Morelos as well as
interaction with other areas. The
organizers are .Particularly anxious
to have the active participation of
scholars working in the Basin of
Mexico, Puebla/Tiaxcala, and
Guerrero, to compare types, styles,
and other patterns. Such
participants are encouraged to bring
along type collections for direct
comparisons.
For further information, contact
Silvia Garza (INAH) or Michael Smith
(Loyola); both can be reached by
phone during the day at the Centro
Regional Morelos in Cuernavaca -(011-52-731-23108). Smith's address
is: Apartado Postal 5129/Cuernavaca, Morelos/C.P.
62050 /Mexico.

Cleveland State University
Anthropology
Faculty Position
Cleveland State University invites archaeologists with Midwestern and/or
New World specializations to apply for
tenure track position as Assistant/
Associate Professor. The position anticipated due to expected retirement.
PhD, evidence of strong teaching, research required. CSU is urban, with
competitive salaries, and especially
seeks women and minority candidates.
Vita and names of three references by
October 15, 1989 should be sent to:

Search Committee, CSU, E 24th and
Euclid Ave, Cleveland OH 44115.
Equal Opportunity Employer m/f/h

International Congress for
Caribbean Archaeology
The 13th International Congress
for Caribbean Archaeology will meet
July 23-29, 1989, at Willemstad,
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles.
Eleven sessions are planned,
including method and theory,
prehistoric technologies, Spanish
Caribbean historical archaeology,
human remains, and underwater
archaeology. For information
contact Jay B. Haviser, Jr., Chair,
Institute for Archaeology and
Anthropology, Johan van
Walbeeckplein 6-6, Willemstad,
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles.
599-9-613304.

Midwest Archaeological
Conference
The Midwest Archeological
Conference will be held in Iowa
City, IA, October 13-15, 1989, and
will be hosted by the Office of the
State Archeologist (OSA),
University of Iowa. Abstracts for
symposia are due August 4, 1989.
Abstracts for contributed papers are
due September 8, 1989. For
information contact William Green or
Stephen Lensink, OSA, Eastlawn,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
52242. (319) 335-2389.

International Congress of
Americanists
The 47th International Congress of
Americanists will meet in New
Orleans, LA, U.S.A. July 7-11,
1991. Scholars interested in
presenting papers or organizing
symposia may communicate with:
Secretariado ICA 1991,
Roger Thayer Stone Center for Latin
American Studies, Tulane
University, New Orleans, LA 701185698, E.U. (504) 865-5164.

Groundbreaking Titles
.NEW

Quantifying
Archaeology

QUANTIFYING
ARCHAEOLOGY
Stephen Shennan
"... Shennan's book is an important
addition to the handfel available
which explain mathematical and
computer techniques for
archaeologists.... ] am sure it will
have a significant and beneficial
impact on the discipline."
-James Doran
in JOURNAL OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE

1988, 364 pages, $34.95
ISBN: 0-12-639860-7

THE ORIGINS OF

·:r'4 _., :~:!~:!!i!~a':J!erspective ,._

\

\

~

THE FLOCKS OF THE
WAMANI

Lewis R. Binford

A Study of Llama Herders on
the Punas of Ayacucho, Peru

As the leading theoretician and
principal spokesman of the "New
Archaeology" for the past thirty
years, all archaeologists will find
Binford's Debating Archaeology an
important addition to the literature.
This book includes:
• Extensive discussions of empiricism and the assumptions of "post
Processual" archaeology
• Discussion of science as a learning process in conflict with empiricism
• Examination of the current scholarly conflict over the nature of
early hominids
• Examination of the current scholarly conflicts in archaeological
theory
• Several old, established sites are
reexamined and shown not to
support their traditional interpretations.
April 1989, 520 pages, $44.95
ISBN: 0-12-100045-1

RADIOCARBON DATING
LITERATURE
The First 21 Years,

.!:~!:!~Bibliography !Jlltfs..

David Rindos
Dilette Polach
"... the book as a whole raises to a
FROM IBE FOREWORD:" ... Mrs.
new conceptual level our understand- Polach has given us a book which is
ing of the evolutionary processes
both comprehensive, as to the
involved in the origins and spread of literature to 1968, and excellently
agriculture."
annotated."
-JOURNAL OF
-Professor John Chappell
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Paperback Reprint: $24.95
ISBN: 0-12-589281-0
1987, 325 pages

NEW

DEBATING
ARCHAEOLOGY

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
UNIVERSTIY

Kent V. Flannery, Joyce Marcus,
and Robert G. Reynolds
In this volume, the authors
present an original ethnographic
.,.
study of five llama herding communities in Ayacucho, Peru. Data on
herd dynamics are subjected to
computer modeling in an effort to
evaluate the roles of biology, symbolic and ritual behavior, ecological
adaptation, and practical reason.
The book contains the most detailed
study of the waytakuy llama marking ceremony yet available. The role
of this ceremony in preventing herds
from going to extinction is evaluated
against anthropological and sociobiological theory.
In Paperback: $24.50
ISBN: 0-12-259836-9
Casebound: $49.95
ISBN: 0-12-259835-0
March 1989, 239 pages

THE ORIGINS OF
AGRICULTURE
An Evolutionary Perspective
David Rindos
· ·. · ·
~
--~·-...._~:::.~
,,..~,•"* -".. .the book as a whole raises to a
new conceptual level our understanding of the evolutionary processes involved in the origins and spread of
agriculture."
--

...

-·-

...

··;

·i-

-JOURNAL OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Paperback Reprint: $24.95
ISBN: 0-12-589281-0
1987, 325 pages

1988, 370 pages, $49.50
ISBN: 0-12-559290-6

•

ACADEMIC PRESS

L __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers;_________________,

Book Marketing Department #06059, 1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101
© 1989 by Academic Press, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

CALL TOLL FREE J.-800-32I~S068

Prices subject to change without notice. KK/ES #06059.

New Publications

Current Exhibitions

Artificial Intelligence and
Expert Systems: Case Studies in the
Knowledge Domain of Archaeology.
J.C. Gardin, ed. (Richard Ennals,
transl.). Halsted Press, NY, 1988.
$49.95.

American Museum of Natural
History, New York, NY. "The PreColumbian Cultural Record"
(through June)

Conceptual Issues in
Environmental Archaeology. John L.
Bintliff, Donald A. Davidson, and
Eric G. Grant, eds. Columbia
University Press, NY, 1988. $60.00.
Current Paleoethnobotany:
Analytical Methods and Cultural
Interpretations of Archaeological
Plant Remains. Christine A. -- · -· ~- - - Hastorf and Virginia S. Popper, eds.
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1988. $24.95 (cloth),
$9.95 (paper)
The Foxie Otter Site: A
Multicomponent Occupation North of
Lake Huron. Christopher C. Hanks.
Museum of Anthropology, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor. np (paper)

Radiocarbon
Dating

South Street~eaport Museum, New
York, NY. "Beneath the City
Streets: Archaeology on Wall
Street" (through May 2)

by
Accelerator
Mass
Spectrometry

Belize Data Banks
For the purposes of establishing
a data bank and organizing a
conference, we are trying to
identify-individuals· actively-,iw,...wF?,._11"1!<•-1i..1141_,,,,,.,.
engaged in research in Belize in all
academic disciplines. In
responding, please identify general
area of interest, specific research
topics, current research project(s),
and publications. Forward
information to Dr. Thomas M.
Leonard, Department of History,
University of North Florida,
Jacksonville, FL 32217.
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-ye-aweeRs filrfiarouna time
• milligram sized samples
• competitive prices

Enquiries to: Dr Rodger Sparks
Institute of Nuclear Sciences
Box 31312, Lower Hutt, New Zealand
Tel: (644) 666 919, Fax: (644) 690 657
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